1. (50 points) Several short answer questions on Protege ontologies (start your studying with the scavenger hunt and expand from there).
Use the following triples to answer the remaining questions:

@prefix vCard: <http://www.w3.org/2001/vcard-rdf/3.0#> .
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .

<http://somewhere/MattJones/> vCard:N _:b0 .
_:b0 vCard:Family "Jones" .
_:b0 vCard:Given "Matthew" .

_:b1 vCard:Family "Smith" .
_:b1 vCard:Given "Rebecca" .

_:b2 vCard:Family "Smith" .
_:b2 vCard:Given "John" .

_:b3 vCard:Family "Jones" .
_:b3 vCard:Given "Sarah" .

2. (50 points) I’m going to ask you several SPARQ questions from the first tutorial.